Multiple sequence to sequence models were used to establish an end-to-end multi-turns proactive dialogue generation agent, with the aid of data augmentation techniques and variant encoder-decoder structure designs. A rank-based ensemble approach was developed for boosting performance. Results indicate that our single model, in average, makes an obvious improvement in the terms of F1-score and BLEU over the baseline by 18.67% on the DuConv dataset. In particular, the ensemble methods further significantly outperform the baseline by 35.85%.
Introduction
Building human-like conversational agent has been recognized as one of the most attractive goals in natural language process (NLP) field, owing to its many potential promising applications in real life, such as recommendation, custom service and psychological therapy. Benefit from neural network models, an end-to-end and fully data-driven fashion has been more prevalent and advanced in training a conversational agent over the conventional handcrafted rule based method [1] . However, most existing dialogue systems are still in its early stage, they usually response to queries from users in a completely passive manner rather than a human-like initiative way. In addition, they also have no access to any external knowledge except the conversation history, which makes it challenging for such dialogue systems to produce contentful and factual responses. An active and knowledge-grounded agent would be more desired from the point view both of application and practice, but unfortunately, such dialogue system has been less explored. Recent work has shown that retrieval-based and generation-based approaches are two good candidates for building conversation systems. The retrieval-based method ranks all possible responses prepared in advance and choices the best one for the received query, namely query-answer matching. It has the advantage of reasonability, fluency and controllability, but it suffers from the disadvantage of long tail effect and difficulty in customization. Moreover, in practice, it's usually time-consuming and necessary for manual intervening to prepare the candidate responses set. The generation-based method overcomes the lack of the retrieval-based ones. However, as pointed by Song et al. [2] , it usually tends to produce universal and non-informative response, such as "Yes", "I don't know". An alternative method we proposed to tackle these two problems is the called generation-reranking method. First, the generative models produce some candidate replies. Next, the reranking model is responsible for performing a query-answer matching, to choice a reply as informative as possible over the produced candidates. This method avoids manually constructing the candidate query-answer pairs that will be accomplished by the generative models automatically. The role of the reranking model is similar to the conventional retrieval model, which is, in essence, an ensemble of the generative results. In this work, we investigated a novel, proactive and knowledge-driven dialogue agent with the generation-reranking method, which has the ability of (1) utilizing the external knowledge to produce response, (2) launching a dialogue even without history turns from human, and (3) leading the dialogue content along given topic goals. As a practical example, we established such a dialogue agent based on the DuConv dataset [3] . It aims to produce proper replies on the condition of given topic goals, related knowledge and history conversation. Our method is fully data-driven, thanks to the encoder-decoder framework. With the aid of text augment technique and multi-runs re-ranking ensemble method, we obtain a notable improvement in performance, by a large margin, over the baseline solution.
Related Works
Generative method for building conversation chatbots has attracted increasing interest due to its great flexibility. A typical and prevalent generative method is the encoder-decoder [4] network, which transforms the input sequence into sequence (Seq2Seq) as output. Iulian et al. used a hierarchical recurrent encoder-decoder neural network to model conversations. Song et al. [2] used multi-Seq2Seq models as generation module of a human-computer conversation system. Both of these systems are designed without external knowledge and in a passive way. Recently, the studies on the dialogue system have been evolved from traditional conversation history based to the knowledge based ones. Marjan et al. [5] generalized the Seq2Seq approach for a knowledge-ground neural conversation model, by conditioning responses on both conversation history and external knowledge. In particular, they employed a facts encoder for injecting the external knowledge into the model, similar to the designs by Baidu NLP group [3] . It has been proved that, the knowledge based system, in general, can produce more meaningful and informative response.
Approaches

Multiple Seq2Seq Network
Our models follow the Encoder-Decoder framework which has been successfully applied in building a machine translation system and conversation system. In expectation, the models should be capable to produce proper replies based on history conversation and related knowledge, along with the topic goals. Formally, given a input sequence ( 0 , 1 , 2 , ⋯ , ), where the is in the form of (goal, knowledge, conversation), and the corresponding response sequence ( 0 , 1 , 2 , ⋯ , ) as outputs, the model is aimed at learning the conditional probability distribution P(y|x, θ), which can be written as:
where the θ represents learnable parameters. For ensemble purpose we choose different encoders and decoders for model diversity, i.e., the θ is parameterized as bidirectional or unidirectional LSTM cells and the Transformer respectively. Besides, we also used some text augmentation techniques for data diversity.
Data Augmentation
Data augmentation technique has been widely used in many NLP and computer vision (CV) tasks for improving performance [6, 7] . It's believed that more data usually enables model to learn more common laws behind a given dataset and thus leads to better generalization ability and performance. In our case, we used the following four text augmentation techniques, or some combination of them to construct multiple datasets.  Entity Generalization Entities, such as person names, industry-specific terminologies, appear frequently in knowledge-driven dialogues. These discrete entities, even in the same category, have very various forms, resulting in data sparseness that is believed to be a potential reason for overfitting. Our models are supposed to learn the abstract representations of the entity in the specific context, rather than remembering the entity itself. Therefore, we generalized the entities of same category with a unique string. For example, we replaced person names "Ma Long" with the string of "person".
 Knowledge Selection
We filtered some knowledge which is irrelevant with the current response. Intuitively, this is helpful to reduce the interference from the invalid data. Note that it was done only at the training set for augmentation purpose, because the response is not available at test time anymore.  Switch We randomly switched the relative position between knowledge and goal, as well as the knowledge (i.e. SPOs) themselves, while remaining the position of conversation history unchanged.
 Conversation Extraction
In our case, a single training sample includes multi-turns dialogues. We extracted some child dialogues as training samples with different dialogue turns:
(1) all the history dialogue turns (2) the two or three dialogue turns
Model Diversity
The baseline model [3] is the generation-based network released by Baidu NLP group, which is comprised by the bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) encoder [8] , knowledge manager and the unidirectional decoder. This model is only used for comparison purpose. As stated before, our model is the typical encoder-decoder generator. We fed the conversation history, goal and knowledge together in some organized forms into the encoder. One example of input is schemed in Figure 1 , where the goal, knowledge and conversation history are spliced by some special flag words that enable the model to distinguish the different data type. We used "[Goal=N]" for goal, "[KG]" for knowledge, "[Q=N]" and "[A=N]" for the human turns and machine turns in the dialogues respectively, where N denotes the sequence order. To build a proactive dialogue system, we assume the start of a conversation would be always "[Q=0]
[CLS]", a fake utterance from human. By using an encoder, we can get rich representations for the input strings, which could be understood by a decoder to generate a response.
three parts: the encoder, the decoder and the attention correlation between them. At the encoder side, the tokens are embedded and fed into the LSTM [10] module, outputs as the encoder hidden states ℎ . At decoding time, on each timestep t, the LSTM decoder receives the embedding of the previous words, outputs the decoder state −1 . The attention attribution is calculated over the ℎ and −1 to tell the decoder which words at the encoder end should be focused on, and then produces the vocabulary distribution over all words in the vocabulary:
where W ′ , W, b and b′ are learnable parameters. The ℎ * is the well-known context vector, which can be expressed as:
where the denotes the similarity between ℎ and −1 . Practically, we choose several combinations of the number of LSTM layers for the encoder and decoder to increase model diversity. Besides, in some cases the models were trained with a pre-trained word embedding, while in the other cases, the embedding layer was randomly initialized. Our model structures were summarized in Table 1 . Detailed descriptions about the hyper-parameter settings at training and test time will be explained in the experiment section later. Figure 1 : The encoder-decoder model structure used in this work  Transformer Model Our transformer model [11] follows the ones typically used in machine translation system, which is based on multi-layer self-attention and has achieved state-of-the-art results in many sequence to sequence tasks. 
Copy Mechanism
For a knowledge-driven dialogue chatbot, an important ability is to reuse the given knowledge to produce replies. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the response references the knowledge in the way of copying some words of it. To accomplish this, a pointer-generator network [12] was employed at the decoder end. The pointer-generator allows the model to selectively copy words from knowledge while retaining the ability to generate a new word. Specifically, it uses a generation probability as a controller to determine the model when to extract word from knowledge and when to generate a new word from the vocabulary. The is formally defined as:
where the ℎ , , , are learnable parameters. For each training sample, it preserves a dynamic word dictionary which is comprised by the fix vocabulary and the words of present inputs at encoder end. The probability distribution over the dynamic word dictionary, which is different from the equation (2), can be written as:
Similar to the machine summary tasks, the copy mechanism is helpful for trade off between generation and extraction.
Rank-based ensemble
We employed a Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) regressor [13] to score the all output responses by the encoder-decoder models, ranked and selected the best one as the final response. This is based on the observations that a model could perform well overall, but sometimes gets bad result in certain instances, and vice versa. It's expected that the relatively weak models can compensate each to others and form a stronger model. We extracted some high-level structural features from the output responses, as listed in the following:
(1) Model weights. Response from different model was distinguished by a prior model weight, which is determined by the model's overall performances at the develop set. (2) Length. Too short or too long response is usually undesired. We characterized the length of a sentence in the word level and char level, respectively. (3) Similarity. We calculated the N-gram BLEU similarity, semantic similarity (i.e. Word2vec similarity, TF-IDF similarity), and topic similarity (i.e. LSA similarity) between the inputs, especially the closest conversation history and the response. (4) Entity statistics. Entity is a very key element in the knowledge-based replies. We count the entity frequency, possible and impossible entity co-occurrence times in the response that reflects the consistency between the prior knowledge and response. 
Experiments
Datasets
We used the Chinese DuConv conversation dataset, which includes 30k dialogues, about 120k dialogue turns, of which 20k dialogues are training set, 2k dialogues are development set and 5k dialogues are used for testing. Each dialogue is comprised by three parts: [Conversation] Let us take the kids to the movies, so as not to make a scene all day. It sounds good, my kid is so messed up that I almost want to beat them up! Take them to a movie with a high rating and high morale. Well, which movie? Our music. Fine, let us out in a few minutes. Do you know who the start in the film is? She is from Switzerland Lausanne, just like you. What a coincidence! Who is she? Response: An-Marie • Mierweiler, born on 11-11-1945, one of her magnum opus is the Ten minutes old: cello (3) Dialogue history, conversation sequences before the current utterance, empty if the current utterance is the start of the conversation.
Evaluation Method
To evaluate the results, we used the F1 (char-based F-score of output responses against gold responses) and BLEU (BLEU1 and BLEU2, word-based precision of output responses against gold responses). The total score is calculated by: score = F1 + BLEU1 + BLEU2.
Experimental Details
Data preparation
By using text augment techniques, we constructed five datasets, as listed in Table 2 , for the training of the generative models. These datasets are comprised by 〈 , 〉 pairs, where Q denotes the concatenation of goal, knowledge and conversation history, the R denotes the corresponding reply. As can be seen in Table 2 , some training samples are shared across the datasets while keeping the differences between the datasets. After preprocessing, the develop set and test set includes 10k and 5k samples, respectively. 
Model Training & Testing
With the multiple model structures and datasets together, we trained 27 generative models for ensemble. All the model training and testing were performed on the NVIDIA 2070 GPU. The LSTM models were trained with a hidden size of 256 and a batch size of 16. In the case of training with pre-trained word embedding, we used an open source Chinese pre-trained word embedding [14] with the dimension of 200 to initialize the embedding layer. In the other cases, the dimension of word embedding is set to 128. They are optimized with the Adam optimizer at a learning rate of 0.001 and further fine-tuning at 0.0001. The transformer models were trained with the standard parameters setting as described in [15] . We applied an early stopping operation during training when the perplexity on the develop set has no tendency to decrease. At test time, the model decodes using the beam search algorithm. We introduce coverage penalty and length normalization mechanism to the conventional max-probability based beam search algorithm. The beam size, length normalization factor and coverage penalty constant were optimized on the develop set with the metrics of score described in 4.2.
Model Ensemble
After decoding, we have all 27 model's responses for each sample. For training the ranker, we constructed a new supervised dataset based on the develop set. Specifically, we score all candidate responses for each develop sample by calculating the sum of F1 score, BLEU1 and BLEU2 over the ground truth. As a result, the new dataset includes 10k × 27 samples. The ranker training was performed using the Xgboost package [16] , with 1900 regression trees and a depth of 6. For the test set, we use the trained ranker to find the one that have the highest score in all the candidates as the final response.
Results
As shown in Table 3 , we list all single models' result and ensemble result, as well as the official baseline result on the test set. It's clear that our single models significantly outperform the baseline model. The average score of the all single models reaches 98.12%, 18.67% higher than the baseline. In particular, the best single model (Transformer D-5) has a score of 102.82%, which is 23.37% higher than the baseline. These results indicate that the solution we proposed is proper for building the dialogue agent. The transformer models, in general, have better performance than that of LSTM models. Besides, it can be seen in Table 3 that the more text augment techniques are used, often the better performance the transformer model has. However, this phenomenon was not observed for the LSTM models. The diverse models, together with the multiple dataset, bring a further boosting, 35.85% higher over the baseline and 12.48% improvement over the best single model, which is consistent with our expectation. Figure 3 illustrates several examples to make a comparison between the ensemble result and the best single model result. It can be seen that, comparing with the best single model, the ensemble method prefers to generate more informative and complete replies, which is attributed to the re-ranking model. While there still some differences in words between the ensemble result and the ground truth, it's fair to say that they indeed share the similar semantics, which can meet the requirement of a human-computer dialogue agent. It's worth noting that, even without any dialogue history, the designed agent is able to launching a dialogue along with the given topic goals, as shown the last example in Figure 3 , which is one of distinctive advantage of our dialogue agent. 
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a proactive, knowledge based, fully data driven dialogue agent. Multiple
Ground truth:
He's from Haiti, 181cm tall, my favorite handsome boy. Best single model: He's from Haiti, 181cm tall. I like him very much. Ensemble method: He's from Haiti, 181cm tall.
Liu Genghong, co-star with Liu Jianzhou in the second part of the TV drama meteor garden, I like him very much. Best single model: Yes. Ensemble method: Liu Genghong, co-star with Liu Jianzhou in the second part of meteor garden, is a very nice man
There's another movie called "die hard", I think it's wonderful. Best single model: There's another great movie coming out 9-21-2018. Ensemble method: There's another movie called "die hard", I think it's very good.
Dialogue History: <Null> Topic Goals:
START Kamala Rhapsody Dermot Mulroney Ground truth:
Have you seen the movie Kamala Rhapsody? Best single model: Kamala Rhapsody? Ensemble method: Have you seen the movie Kamala Rhapsody? generative models were designed to produce candidate replies and a re-ranking model was developed for retrieving the best one from the produced candidates. The proposed method obviously outperforms the baseline by a large margin, which provides valuable reference for building an end-to-end highlyperformed human-computer dialogue system.
